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Suggested Activities

Assessment Tools

to information and match them with pictures.
Listen & follow instructions either orally or physically
Listen to predict what people are going to talk about.
ldentify the main speakers, the aim of the dialogue,
Listen

1.1
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Listening

and opinions of speakers after listening

1.2

Listen to a short text or a dialogue & give supportive

1.3

verb al/nonverbal listening cues.
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Listen and take turns while having a discussion
Listen to recognize famous places in Kuwait using
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Worksheets
SB/WB exercises
Qu izzes

etc.,,
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picture cues.
Design posters to increase awareness of
environ mental issues,
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Engage in group discussions using grade appropriate

2.1

ll.

Speaking

2,2

2,3
2.4

speech acts (opinion, Bdvic€, warning, etc. )
Describe pictures/places/activity, etc. in pai rs/ groups.
Ask & answer questions on a variety of topics.

conduct an everyday telephone conversation
Express interests, likes and dislikes when talking about
countries in pairs
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Use expressions of politeness when planning a project

Present information about a scientific experiment
ora lly.
Discuss interesting places in other countries.
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Participation
Oral presentation
Projects
etc
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Reading
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Assessment Tools

Suggested Activities
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- Read fiction/nonfiction texts in order to answer questions.
- State if sentences are true or false according to text.
- Determine the main idea of a text, recount the key details
and explain how they support the main idea.
- Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding
of a text.
- Suggest a suitable title or ending to a story.
- Read to form simple judgments regarding events or
ch a racters.
- ldentify words and phrases in texts that suggest feelings
or appeal to the senses.
- Read short different texts in English via newspapers
*'{ web sites/so ci a I =networks/adverti sem en t s t o co rn p et e
a project.

Wo rksheets

SB/WB exercises
Homework
Qu izzes
etc

I

Reordering words to make sentences
Reordering sentences to make a paragra ph/ correcting
simple grammatical mistakes .
Write an e-mail to a friend introducing self and interest
Write a well-connected text with the help
of picture cues.
Re-write the sentence using the proper punctuation marks
in good cursive.
Participate in writing projects on a given topic using the
writing process.
Use linking words and phrases to connect ideas,
Write an advert about interesting places you can visit in
Kuwait.
Write a report with the help of picture cues.
Produce cornplete and meaningful sentences / texts.
.
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Each curriculum standard

Worksheets
WB exercises
P rojects
Homework
Qu izzes

etc

....

to be assessed at least once in the learnine unit.
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